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This Quick Start was created by Cohesive Networks in collaboration with Amazon Web
Services (AWS).
Quick Starts are automated reference deployments that use AWS CloudFormation
templates to deploy key technologies on AWS, following AWS best practices.

Overview
This Quick Start reference deployment guide provides step-by-step instructions for
deploying a Cohesive Networks VNS3 overlay network on the AWS Cloud.
It’s intended for users who are interested in a generalized method for encrypting all data in
motion between Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) instances, connecting AWS
virtual private clouds (VPCs) securely to other networks, and securing traffic with
firewalling and network function virtualization.
This Quick Start helps organizations with sensitive and regulated workloads in verticals
such as healthcare and life sciences, financial services, power and utilities, retail, and
hospitality. It also includes a security controls reference for use cases that fall within the
scope of the U.S. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). The Quick
Start addresses certain technical requirements in the Privacy, Security, and Breach
Notification Rules (45 C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164) under the HIPAA Administrative
Simplification Regulations.
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VNS3 on AWS
VNS3 is a collection of security and connectivity solutions from Cohesive Networks that
helps protect cloud-based applications from exploitation by hackers, criminal gangs, and
foreign governments. VNS3 provides end-to-end encryption and analysis of all data in
motion between EC2 instances and VPC subnets via overlay networks.
In a recent survey of business executives, new regulations were seen as having the greatest
impact on their organizations over the next five yearsi. AWS provides secure and private
connectivity between EC2 instances. In addition, AWS supports automatic encryption of intransit traffic between certain instances in the same VPC or in peered VPCs. VNS3 gives you
the ability to connect, federate, and secure your application deployment to address security
requirements for additional scenarios. See the Security section of this guide and the HIPAA
security controls reference included with this Quick Start for additional details.
VNS3 overlay networks for cloud network connectivity, security, and analysis benefit global
software as a service (SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and enterprise customers by
helping protect cloud deployments from advanced cyberthreats. VNS3 creates a microperimeter around critical cloud applications.
VNS3 is a hybrid virtual device that serves various functions. For example, it acts as a:


Router. Securely routes traffic up to and across your cloud networks.



Switch. Creates an encrypted network running on top of your VPCs.



Secure Sockets Layer/Internet Protocol security (SSL/IPSec) VPN
concentrator. Connects SSL/IPSec to all hardware devices.



Firewall. Provides granular control of traffic handling and transformations, which
enables you to create fine-tuned micro parameters around your applications.



Protocol re-distributor. Enables you to bring your applications that require
protocols like UDP Multicast to AWS.



Extensible Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) device. Enables custom
virtualized network functions (VNFs) such as virtual load balancers, routers, firewalls,
and intrusion prevention systems (IPS). VNS3 can run any open-source, proprietary, or
commercial-source software that can be run in a Linux container.

Cost and licenses
You are responsible for the cost of the AWS services used while running this Quick Start
reference deployment. There is no additional cost for using the Quick Start.
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The AWS CloudFormation template for this Quick Start includes configuration parameters
that you can customize. Some of these settings, such as instance type, will affect the cost of
deployment. For cost estimates, see the pricing pages for each AWS service you will be
using. Prices are subject to change.
Tip After you deploy the Quick Start, we recommend that you enable the AWS Cost
and Usage Report to track costs associated with the Quick Start. This report delivers
billing metrics to an S3 bucket in your account. It provides cost estimates based on
usage throughout each month, and finalizes the data at the end of the month. For
more information about the report, see the AWS documentation.
This Quick Start uses the Cohesive Networks VNS3 Free Edition of the network appliance
and does not require a license.
The Quick Start requires a subscription to the Amazon Machine Image (AMI) for VNS3,
which is available from AWS Marketplace, and additional pricing, terms, and conditions
may apply. For instructions, see step 2 in the Deployment steps section.

Architecture
Deploying this Quick Start for a new virtual private cloud (VPC) with default parameters
builds the following VNS3 environment in the AWS Cloud.
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Figure 1: Quick Start architecture for VNS3 on AWS

The Quick Start sets up the following:


A highly available architecture that spans two Availability Zones.*



A VPC configured with public and private subnets according to AWS best practices, to
provide you with your own virtual network on AWS.*



In the public subnets:


Managed network address translation (NAT) gateways to allow outbound internet
access for resources in the private subnets.*



A Linux bastion host in an Auto Scaling group to allow inbound Secure Shell (SSH)
access to EC2 instances in public and private subnets.*



In one of the public subnets, a VNS3 network controller.
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In one of the private subnets, three Amazon Linux hosts (VNS3 client instances),
configured to the VNS3 overlay network. Each VNS3 client instance is in an isolated
Auto Scaling group to provide fault tolerance and recovery.**



In another of the private subnets, two Amazon Linux hosts (VNS3 client instances),
configured to the VNS3 overlay network. Each VNS3 client instance is in an isolated
Auto Scaling group to provide fault tolerance and recovery.**



An Amazon CloudWatch alarm that will recover the VNS3 instance, if AWS deletes the
instance because of circumstances beyond the end user’s control.

* The template that deploys the Quick Start into an existing VPC skips the components
marked by asterisks and prompts you for your existing VPC configuration.
** For illustration purposes, the architecture diagram depicts only one instance in its own
Auto Scaling group, rather than five separate instances and five Auto Scaling groups.

Planning the deployment
Specialized knowledge
This Quick Start assumes familiarity with basic concepts in the areas of networking and
data encryption.
This deployment guide also requires a moderate level of familiarity with AWS services. If
you’re new to AWS, visit the Getting Started Resource Center and the AWS Training and
Certification website for materials and programs that can help you develop the skills to
design, deploy, and operate your infrastructure and applications on the AWS Cloud.

AWS account
If you don’t already have an AWS account, create one at https://aws.amazon.com by
following the on-screen instructions. Part of the sign-up process involves receiving a phone
call and entering a PIN using the phone keypad.
Your AWS account is automatically signed up for all AWS services. You are charged only for
the services you use.

Technical requirements
AWS has a standard Business Associate Addendum (BAA) that we present to customers for
signature. It takes into account the unique services that AWS provides and accommodates
the AWS Shared Responsibility Model.
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Before you deploy the Quick Start with protected health information (PHI), you must
accept the BAA and configure your AWS accounts as required by the BAA. To review,
accept, and manage the status of the BAA for your account, sign in to AWS Artifact in the
AWS Management Console.
Also, before you launch the Quick Start, your account must be configured as specified in the
following table. Otherwise, deployment might fail.
Resources

If necessary, request service limit increases for the following resources. You might need
to do this if you already have an existing deployment that uses these resources, and you
think you might exceed the default limits with this deployment. For default limits, see
the AWS documentation.
AWS Trusted Advisor offers a service limits check that displays your usage and limits
for some aspects of some services.
Resource

This deployment uses

VPCs

1

Elastic IP addresses

4

IAM security groups

2

IAM roles

1

Auto Scaling groups

5

t3 instances

7

Regions

For a current list of supported Regions, see AWS Regions and Endpoints in the AWS
documentation.

Key pair

Make sure that at least one Amazon EC2 key pair exists in your AWS account in the
Region where you are planning to deploy the Quick Start. Make note of the key pair
name. You’ll be prompted for this information during deployment. To create a key pair,
follow the instructions in the AWS documentation.
If you’re deploying the Quick Start for testing or proof-of-concept purposes, we
recommend that you create a new key pair instead of specifying a key pair that’s already
being used by a production instance.

IAM permissions

To deploy the Quick Start, you must log in to the AWS Management Console with IAM
permissions for the resources and actions the templates will deploy. The
AdministratorAccess managed policy within IAM provides sufficient permissions,
although your organization may choose to use a custom policy with more restrictions.

S3 buckets

Unique Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) bucket names are automatically
generated based on the account number and Region. If you delete a stack, the logging
buckets are not deleted (to support security review). If you plan to re-deploy this
Quick Start in the same Region, you must first manually delete the S3 buckets that were
created during the previous deployment; otherwise, the re-deployment will fail.
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Deployment options
This Quick Start provides two deployment options:


Deploy VNS3 into a new VPC (end-to-end deployment). This option builds a
new AWS environment consisting of the VPC, subnets, NAT gateways, security groups,
bastion hosts, and other infrastructure components, and then deploys VNS3 into this
new VPC.



Deploy VNS3 into an existing VPC. This option provisions VNS3 in your existing
AWS infrastructure.

The Quick Start provides separate templates for these options. It also lets you configure
CIDR blocks, instance types, and VNS3 settings, as discussed later in this guide.

Deployment steps
AWS has a standard Business Associate Addendum (BAA) that we present to customers for
signature. It takes into account the unique services that AWS provides and accommodates
the AWS Shared Responsibility Model.
Before you deploy the Quick Start with protected health information (PHI), you must
accept the BAA and configure your AWS accounts as required by the BAA. To review,
accept, and manage the status of the BAA for your account, sign in to AWS Artifact in the
AWS Management Console.

Step 1. Sign in to your AWS account
1. Sign in to your AWS account at https://aws.amazon.com with an IAM user role that has
the necessary permissions. For details, see Planning the deployment earlier in this
guide.
2. Make sure that your AWS account is configured correctly, as discussed in the Technical
requirements section.

Step 2. Subscribe to the VNS3 AMI
This Quick Start requires a subscription to the AMI for VNS3 in AWS Marketplace.
1. Sign in to your AWS account.
2. Open the page for the VNS3 AMI in AWS Marketplace, and then choose Continue to
Subscribe.
3. Review the terms and conditions for software usage, and then choose Accept Terms.
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You will get a confirmation page, and an email confirmation will be sent to the account
owner. For detailed subscription instructions, see the AWS Marketplace documentation.
4. When the subscription process is complete, exit out of AWS Marketplace without
further action. Do not provision the software from AWS Marketplace—the Quick Start
will deploy the AMI for you.

Step 3. Launch the Quick Start
Notes The instructions in this section reflect the older version of the AWS
CloudFormation console. If you’re using the redesigned console, some of the user
interface elements might be different.
You are responsible for the cost of the AWS services used while running this Quick
Start reference deployment. There is no additional cost for using this Quick Start.
For full details, see the pricing pages for each AWS service you will be using in this
Quick Start. Prices are subject to change.
1. Choose one of the following options to launch the AWS CloudFormation template into
your AWS account. For help choosing an option, see deployment options earlier in this
guide.

Deploy

• VNS3 into a
new VPC

Deploy Cohesive Networks VNS3 into
a new VPC on AWS

Deploy

• VNS3 into an
existing VPC

Deploy Cohesive Networks VNS3 into
an existing VPC on AWS

Important If you’re deploying VNS3 into an existing VPC, make sure that your
VPC has two private subnets in different Availability Zones for the workload
instances, and that the subnets aren’t shared. This Quick Start doesn’t support
shared subnets. These subnets require NAT gateways in their route tables, to allow
the instances to download packages and software without exposing them to the
internet. You will also need the domain name option configured in the DHCP options
as explained in the Amazon VPC documentation. You will be prompted for your VPC
settings when you launch the Quick Start.
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Each deployment takes about 15 minutes to complete.
2. Check the Region that’s displayed in the upper-right corner of the navigation bar, and
change it if necessary. This is where the network infrastructure for VNS3 will be built.
The template is launched in the US East (Ohio) Region by default.
3. On the Select Template page, keep the default setting for the template URL, and then
choose Next.
4. On the Specify Details page, change the stack name if needed. Review the parameters
for the template. Provide values for the parameters that require input. For all other
parameters, review the default settings and customize them as necessary.
In the following tables, parameters are listed by category and described separately for
the two deployment options:
–

Parameters for deploying VNS3 into a new VPC

–

Parameters for deploying VNS3 into an existing VPC

When you finish reviewing and customizing the parameters, choose Next.

OPTION 1: PARAMETERS FOR DEPLOYING VNS3 INTO A NEW VPC
View template
VPC network configuration:
Parameter label
(name)

Default

Description

Availability Zones
(AvailabilityZones)

Requires input

The list of Availability Zones to use for the subnets in the VPC.
The Quick Start uses two Availability Zones from your list and
preserves the logical order you specify.

VPC CIDR
(VPCCIDR)

10.0.0.0/24

The CIDR block for the VPC.

Private subnet 1 CIDR
(PrivateSubnet1CIDR)

10.0.0.0/26

The CIDR block for the private subnet located in Availability
Zone 1.

Private subnet 2 CIDR
(PrivateSubnet2CIDR)

10.0.0.64/26

The CIDR block for the private subnet located in Availability
Zone 2.

Public subnet 1 CIDR
(PublicSubnet1CIDR)

10.0.0.224/28

The CIDR block for the public subnet located in Availability
Zone 1.

Public subnet 2 CIDR
(PublicSubnet2CIDR)

10.0.0.240/28

The CIDR block for the public subnet located in Availability
Zone 2.
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Default

Description

Requires input

The CIDR IP range that is permitted to access VNS3. We
recommend that you set this value to a trusted IP range. For
example, you might want to grant only your corporate network
access to the software.

Amazon EC2 configuration:
Parameter label
(name)

Default

Description

Overlay clients
instance type
(ClientInstanceType
Parameter)

t3.small

The EC2 instance type for the overlay client instances.

Key pair name
(KeyPairName)

Requires input

A public/private key pair, which allows you to connect securely
to your instance after it launches. This is the key pair you
created in your preferred AWS Region; see the Technical
requirements section.

Autoscaling Group
cooldown period
(ASGCOOLDOWN)

10

The Auto Scaling group cooldown period (in seconds).

Amazon Linux SSM
Parameter
(AmazonLinuxAMI)

/aws/service/amiamazon-linuxlatest/amzn-amihvm-x86_64-gp2

The AWS Systems Manager parameter for the latest Amazon
Linux AMI. (Advanced usage.)

Cohesive Networks VNS3 configuration:
Parameter label
(name)

Default

Description

VNS3 instance type
(VNS3InstanceType
Parameter)

t3.small

The EC2 instance type for the VNS3 instance. The EC2
instance type t3.small is adequate for general testing purposes.
For performance testing, we suggest using a c5.large or
c5n.large, if available in the AWS Region you are testing in.

Client count
(ClientCount)

1

The number of overlay clients to launch.

1st VNS3 overlay IP
address
(OVERLAY1)

100.127.255.193

The IP address of the first VNS3 overlay.

2nd VNS3 overlay IP
address
(OVERLAY2)

100.127.255.194

The IP address of the second VNS3 overlay.
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(name)

Default

Description

3rd VNS3 overlay IP
address
(OVERLAY3)

100.127.255.195

The IP address of the third VNS3 overlay.

4th VNS3 overlay IP
address
(OVERLAY4)

100.127.255.196

The IP address of the fourth VNS3 overlay.

5th VNS3 overlay IP
address
(OVERLAY5)

100.127.255.197

The IP address of the fifth VNS3 overlay.

June 2019

AWS Quick Start configuration:
Note We recommend that you keep the default settings for the following two
parameters, unless you are customizing the Quick Start templates for your own
deployment projects. Changing the settings of these parameters will automatically
update code references to point to a new Quick Start location. For additional details,
see the AWS Quick Start Contributor’s Guide.
Parameter label
(name)

Default

Description

Quick Start S3 bucket
name
(QSS3BucketName)

aws-quickstart

The S3 bucket you created for your copy of Quick Start assets,
if you decide to customize or extend the Quick Start for your
own use. The bucket name can include numbers, lowercase
letters, uppercase letters, and hyphens (-), but should not start
or end with a hyphen.

Quick Start S3 key
prefix
(QSS3KeyPrefix)

quickstartcohesive-vns3/

The S3 key name prefix used to simulate a folder for your copy
of Quick Start assets, if you decide to customize or extend the
Quick Start for your own use. This prefix can include numbers,
lowercase letters, uppercase letters, hyphens (-), and forward
slashes (/).

OPTION 2: PARAMETERS FOR DEPLOYING VNS3 INTO AN EXISTING VPC
View template
Network configuration:
Parameter label
(name)
VPC ID
(VPCID)
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Default

Description

VPC CIDR
(VPCCIDR)

10.0.0.0/24

The CIDR block for the VPC.

Private subnet 1 ID
(PrivateSubnet1ID)

Requires input

The ID of the private subnet 1 in Availability Zone 1 for the
overlay clients.

Private subnet 2 ID
(PrivateSubnet2ID)

Requires input

The ID of the private subnet 2 in Availability Zone 2 for the
overlay clients.

Public subnet 1 ID
(PublicSubnet1ID)

Requires input

The ID of the public subnet 1 in Availability Zone 1 for the
VNS3 controllers.

Public subnet 2 ID
(PublicSubnet2ID)

Requires input

The ID of the public subnet 2 in Availability Zone 2 for the
VNS3 controllers.

Allowed external
access CIDR
(RemoteAccessCidr)

Requires input

The CIDR IP range that is permitted to access the instances.
We recommend that you set this value to a trusted IP range.

Bastion security
group
(BastionSecurityGroup
ID)

Requires input

The security group of a bastion instance to allow SSH access to
client instances.

Amazon EC2 configuration:
Parameter label
(name)

Default

Description

Overlay clients
instance type
(ClientInstanceType
Parameter)

t3.small

The EC2 instance type for the overlay client instances.

Key pair name
(KeyPairName)

Requires input

A public/private key pair, which allows you to connect
securely to your instance after it launches. This is the key pair
you created in your preferred AWS Region; see the Technical
requirements section.

Autoscaling Group
cooldown period
(ASGCooldown)

10

Auto Scaling group cooldown period (in seconds).

Amazon Linux SSM
Parameter
(AmazonLinuxAMI)

/aws/service/amiamazon-linuxlatest/amzn-amihvm-x86_64-gp2

The AWS Systems Manager parameter for the latest Amazon
Linux AMI. (Advanced usage.)
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Cohesive Networks VNS3 configuration:
Parameter label
(name)

Default

Description

VNS3 instance type
(VNS3InstanceType
Parameter)

t3.small

The EC2 instance type for the VNS3 instance. The EC2
instance type t3.small is adequate for general testing purposes.
For performance testing, we suggest using a c5.large or
c5n.large, if available in the AWS Region you are testing in.

Client count
(ClientCount)

1

The number of overlay clients to launch.

1st VNS3 overlay IP
address
(OVERLAY1)

100.127.255.193

The IP address of the first VNS3 overlay.

2nd VNS3 overlay IP
address
(OVERLAY2)

100.127.255.194

The IP address of the second VNS3 overlay.

3rd VNS3 overlay IP
address
(OVERLAY3)

100.127.255.195

The IP address of the third VNS3 overlay.

4th VNS3 overlay IP
address
(OVERLAY4)

100.127.255.196

The IP address of the fourth VNS3 overlay.

5th VNS3 overlay IP
address
(OVERLAY5)

100.127.255.197

The IP address of the fifth VNS3 overlay.

AWS Quick Start configuration:
Note We recommend that you keep the default settings for the following two
parameters, unless you are customizing the Quick Start templates for your own
deployment projects. Changing the settings of these parameters will automatically
update code references to point to a new Quick Start location. For additional details,
see the AWS Quick Start Contributor’s Guide.
Parameter label
(name)
Quick Start S3 bucket
name
(QSS3BucketName)
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Default

Description

quickstartcohesive-vns3/

The S3 key name prefix used to simulate a folder for your copy
of Quick Start assets, if you decide to customize or extend the
Quick Start for your own use. This prefix can include numbers,
lowercase letters, uppercase letters, hyphens (-), and forward
slashes (/).

5. On the Options page, you can specify tags (key-value pairs) for resources in your stack
and set advanced options. When you’re done, choose Next.
6. On the Review page, review and confirm the template settings. Under Capabilities,
select the two check boxes to acknowledge that the template will create IAM resources
and that it might require the capability to auto-expand macros.
7. Choose Create to deploy the stack.
8. Monitor the status of the stack. When the status is CREATE_COMPLETE, the VNS3
cluster is ready.
9. Use the URLs displayed in the Outputs tab for the stack to view the resources that were
created.

Figure 2: VNS3 outputs after successful deployment

Step 4. Test the deployment
You now have a VNS3 network controller launched with five Amazon Linux instances
connected to the VNS3 overlay network.
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Use the following steps to test the deployment.
Connecting to the VNS3 controller graphical user interface (GUI)
1. Use the URL that’s in the Outputs section of your CloudFormation stack, as seen in
Figure 2. VNS3 uses a self-signed certificate, so ignore any browser warnings.
2. Log in with the default credentials shown in Figure 2. The default admin user name is
vnscubed. The default password is the Amazon EC2 instance ID.
3. Once logged in, you’re prompted to change the passwords for the web admin (vnscubed)
and API (api) users. Even though the instance ID is unlikely to be guessed, please
change it for security purposes.
Note Your VNS3 network controller answers application programming interface
(API) calls on the same TCP port 8000 that the web interface runs on. Ideally, make
a separate password for the API usage against the controller.
Logging in and connecting to the Linux hosts
You can now log in to the five Linux hosts via the bastion server or directly through the
VNS3 network controller.
1. Navigate to the Firewall section under Connections in the left-hand menu, paste in
the following firewall rules, and then choose Save and activate, as shown in Figure 3.
MACRO_CUST -o eth0 -s 100.127.255.193/29 -j MASQUERADE
PREROUTING_CUST -i eth0 -p tcp -s 0.0.0.0/0 --dport 22 -j DNAT --to 100.127.255.193:22
PREROUTING_CUST -i eth0 -p tcp -s 0.0.0.0/0 --dport 33 -j DNAT --to 100.127.255.194:22
PREROUTING_CUST -i eth0 -p tcp -s 0.0.0.0/0 --dport 44 -j DNAT --to 100.127.255.195:22
PREROUTING_CUST -i eth0 -p tcp -s 0.0.0.0/0 --dport 55 -j DNAT --to 100.127.255.196:22
PREROUTING_CUST -i eth0 -p tcp -s 0.0.0.0/0 --dport 66 -j DNAT --to 100.127.255.197:22
FORWARD_CUST -j ACCEPT
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Figure 3: Entering and activating firewall rules

2. Connect via SSH to the five hosts through the public IP of the VNS3 controller as
follows:
ssh –i /path/to/your/.ssh/key ec2-user@<vns3 public ip> -p 22
ssh –i /path/to/your/.ssh/key ec2-user@<vns3 public ip> -p 33
ssh –i /path/to/your/.ssh/key ec2-user@<vns3 public ip> -p 44
ssh –i /path/to/your/.ssh/key ec2-user@<vns3 public ip> -p 55
ssh –i /path/to/your/.ssh/key ec2-user@<vns3 public ip> -p 66

Testing the eth0 interface and virtual tun0 interface
By issuing an ifconfig command, you can see both an eth0 interface and virtual tun0
interface that were created by an OpenVPN tunnel to the VNS3 controller.
You can test out the ability to ping across these interfaces between the hosts. The addresses
are 100.127.255.193 through 100.127.255.197. You will also see that you can’t communicate
via the eth0 interfaces between hosts. These tun0 interfaces are what make up the
encrypted overlay network because all communications between these interfaces are
encrypted.
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You can look at this traffic with the Network Sniffer under Runtime in the left-hand
menu. Choose the Overlay: tun0 network interface, add the filter expression icmp and
then choose Start, as shown in the following figure.

Figure 4: Looking at traffic on the Tun0 network interface

MULTICAST
One common use case for running an overlay network is to provide multicast capabilities.
Multicast is commonly used for autonomics, clustering, service discovery, and service
election. The VNS3 overlay network can transport around 20 Mbps.
This Quick Start includes a script that generates multicast traffic across the overlay
network. To test this out, run the following from the first four Linux hosts:
/home/ec2-user/mcast.py –s

Then, run this on the fifth Linux host:
/home/ec2-user/mcast.py hello
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You should see the multicast message ‘hello’ being received on the first four Linux hosts.
You can look at this traffic with the Network Sniffer under Runtime in the left-hand
menu. Choose the Overlay: Tun0 Network Interface, add the filter expression net
229.192.0.1 and then choose Start.

ROUTING AGENT
A benefit to using the VNS3 overlay network in conjunction with the VNS3 routing agent is
to receive dynamic route updates at the host level. You can easily test this by going to the
Routes section under Connections in the right hand menu, adding 55.55.55.55/32 in the
Enter CIDR for new route field, and then choosing Add route, as shown in the
following figure.

Figure 5: Testing dynamic route updates

Now on the Linux hosts, when you run the route command, you will see:
55.55.55.55

100.127.255.253 255.255.255.255 UGH 0

0

0 tun0

Next, you can delete the route, issue the route command again, and see that it has been
removed at the host level.
When connecting to other networks via IPSec, VNS3 dynamically updates the hosts running
the routing agent with the new routes to these new networks. For a full description of
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establishing IPSec connections with VNS3, see Step 4: IPSec Configuration – VNS3
Controller in the Cohesive Networks product documentation.

Best practices for using VNS3 on AWS
This Quick Start deployment includes the encrypted overlay network along with the routing
agent. Security groups are restricted to only allow for UDP port 1194 communications
between the compute hosts and the VNS3 controller. Administrator access to your endpoint
is also restricted.
The next steps are to tailor firewall rules that segment your application. For details on how
to operate the firewall, see the Cohesive Networks VNS3 Administration Guide.

Security
VNS3 provides encryption keys that the application owner can control and create to meet
the HIPAA provisions for electronic protected health information (ePHI) in transit. Security
capabilities include:


Unique, self-signed encryption keys – no third-party involvement or oversight.



Encryption key control of key size, cipher, and algorithm to meet the needs of the
application.



Integration into underlying loud service providers (CSP) virtual local area network
(VLAN) features for increased isolation.



Application-layer firewall for orthogonal access controls.



IPSec VPN capabilities for hybrid cloud connectivity.

This Quick Start uses Transport Layer Security (TLS) for AWS Management Console, AWS
Command Line Interface (CLI), and API access, and for VNS3 console and API access. It
uses SSH for bastion host access and sessions between the bastion host and internal
network nodes. Security groups enforce TLS/SSH ports and protocols. Also, this Quick
Start uses security groups at the web layer that restrict network traffic to port 443 (HTTPS)
for end user access. TLS encryption is enforced between EC2 instances via the encrypted
overlay.
To protect against exposure of any clear text that was transmitted either deliberately
(upload/download) or incidentally during interactive systems management operations of
ePI, all AWS Management Console sessions and API call session should only be conducted
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over encrypted sessions via TLS. The bastion host, EC2 instances and associated security
groups are configured for encrypted SSH sessions only.
In this Quick Start, ePHI storage is limited to the Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon
EBS) volumes that are attached to the EC2 instances.
To deploy the overlay network, unique cryptographic X.509 keys (generated on the VNS3
controller) and tied to a specific IP address in the overlay network subnet are distributed to
the cloud or remote servers. These IP credentials are then used with a TLS client (like
OpenVPN) to make an encrypted connection back to the VNS3 controller or VNS3
controller mesh. All communication between devices in the overlay is passed through the
VNS3 encrypted switch. Depending on the use-case, communication to remote networks or
the public internet can be routed through VNS3 also.

Troubleshooting
Q. I encountered a CREATE_FAILED error when I launched the Quick Start.
A. If AWS CloudFormation fails to create the stack, we recommend that you relaunch the
template with Rollback on failure set to No. (This setting is under Advanced in the
AWS CloudFormation console, Options page.) With this setting, the stack’s state will be
retained and the instance will be left running, so you can troubleshoot the issue. (For
Windows, look at the log files in %ProgramFiles%\Amazon\EC2ConfigService and
C:\cfn\log.)
Important When you set Rollback on failure to No, you will continue to incur
AWS charges for this stack. Please make sure to delete the stack when you finish
troubleshooting.
For additional information, see Troubleshooting AWS CloudFormation on the AWS
website.
Q. I encountered a size limitation error when I deployed the AWS CloudFormation
templates.
A. We recommend that you launch the Quick Start templates from the links in this guide or
from another S3 bucket. If you deploy the templates from a local copy on your computer or
from a non-S3 location, you might encounter template size limitations when you create the
stack. For more information about AWS CloudFormation limits, see the AWS
documentation.
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Send us feedback
To post feedback, submit feature ideas, or report bugs, use the Issues section of the
GitHub repository for this Quick Start. If you’d like to submit code, please review the Quick
Start Contributor’s Guide.

Additional resources
AWS resources


Getting Started Resource Center



AWS General Reference



AWS Glossary

AWS services


AWS CloudFormation



Amazon CloudWatch



Amazon EC2



IAM



Amazon S3



Amazon VPC

VNS3 documentation


VNS3 documentation

Other Quick Start reference deployments


AWS Quick Start home page
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